
1. Key definitions of the regulation 
1.1 Categories: Categories are defined as Elite, Age Group, Open and Team. 

1.1.2 Head Official/Marshall: is the person appointed by Hannibal's Crossing, 
responsible for all decisions concerning the rules of the event, will be the highest 
authority responsible for the interpretation of the rules. 

1.1.3 Marshals/Judges/Staff/Volunteers: These are all persons appointed by 
Hannibal's Crossing and have authoritative power over the event. 

1.1.4 Heats/Waves/Batteries: They are groups of athletes that make up a category, 
separated by different starting times. 

1.1.5 Mandatory/obligatory Obstacles: Any obstacle that the participant must 
complete before continuing the competition, if the obstacle is not overcome, the 
athlete will be disqualified, i.e. all the bracelets will be cut off. The athlete can in any 
case complete the competition. There are unlimited attempts.

1.1.6 Obstacles with time penalty: if the obstacle is not overcome, a penalty will be 
applied, with the bracelet cut and 10' penalty for each bracelet will be added to the 
final time. There are unlimited attempts.

1.1.7 Race Director: The person appointed by Hannibal's Crossing, responsible for 
all operations of the Hannibal's Crossing event. 

1.1.8 Truss/Structure: The supporting structure that supports the obstacle, usually 
made of metal, nylon, diagonal, vertical and horizontal tubes that support the 
structure. 

1.1.9 Time and results: The final time of each participant of any category.

1.1.10 It is absolutely forbidden to test/touch the obstacles before you start the race. 
All reported athletes will be disqualified and cannot participate.
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OCR Swiss Championship, Elite and ProAthlete Wave:

Each athlete will start with three bracelets, which will be used to outline the final 
ranking; in case of equal time, the number of bracelets will be deciding.Please note: 
for the loss of each bracelet 10' will be added to the final time. The athlete has to 
cross the finish line with at least one bracelet to be accounted for.

These categories will have unlimited attempts to overcome the obstacle, for the first 
attempt they can use the dedicated lane with the wording (1st attempt only), if the 
obstacle will be failed, they will have to use the retry-lanes and leave immediately 
free the lane (1st attempt only) for the other athletes. 

If the athlete decides not to try again the obstacle, the obstacle is considered as not 
passed, the bracelet has to be cut by the judge/marshal. If the obstacle is called 
mandatory, all the bracelets will be cut. 

AGE GROUP

Each athlete will start with three bracelets, which will be used to outline the final 
ranking; in case of equal time, the number of bracelets will be deciding.Please note: 
for the loss of each bracelet 10' will be added to the final time. The athlete has to 
cross the finish line with at least one bracelet to be accounted for.

These categories will have unlimited attempts to overcome the obstacle, for the first 
attempt they can use the dedicated lane with the wording (1st attempt only), if the 
obstacle will be failed, they will have to use the retry-lanes and leave immediately 
free the lane (1st attempt only) for the other athletes. 

If the athlete decides not to try again the obstacle, the obstacle is considered as not 
passed, the bracelet has to be cut by the judge/marshal. If the obstacle is called 
mandatory, all the bracelets will be cut. 
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TEAM

The TEAM captain will start with 3 bracelets, which will be used to outline the final 
ranking; in case of equal time, the number of bracelets will be deciding.
Please note: for the loss of each bracelet 10' will be added to the final time. The 
athlete has to cross the finish line with at least one bracelet to be accounted for.

These categories will have unlimited attempts to overcome the obstacle, for the first 
attempt they can use the dedicated lane with the wording (1st attempt only), if the 
obstacle will be failed, they will have to use the retry-lanes and leave immediately 
free the lane (1st attempt only) for the other athletes. 
If the athlete decides not to try again the obstacle, the obstacle is considered as not 
passed, the bracelet has to be cut by the judge/marshal. If the obstacle is called 
mandatory, all the bracelets will be cut. 

All members of the Team are allowed to use only the same lane, and they will have 
to try the obstacle one after each other, all members of the Team will have 
unlimited attempts to overcome the obstacle, for the first attempt they can use the 
dedicated lane with the wording (1st attempt only), if the obstacle will be failed, 
they will have to use the retry-lanes and leave immediately free the lane (1st 
attempt only) for the other athletes. 
If the athlete decides not to try again the obstacle, the obstacle is considered as not 
passed, the bracelet has to be cut by the judge/marshal. If the obstacle is called 
mandatory, all the bracelets will be cut. 

All members must overcome the obstacle to keep the three bracelets. Even if several 
team members do not overcome the same obstacle, only one bracelet is cut.
The Team members are allowed to help each other in climbing over all the walls. 



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.WALL CLIMB (1.50 H) 

The athlete will have to cross all the walls facing 
them without using any help except ropes, if 
any.
FORBIDDEN 
Help yourself by using the supports of the 
structure or any other object.

1.1
WALL CRAWL UNDER 

WALL UNDER  
The athlete will have to pass under all the walls 
facing them without any help. 
 
FORBIDDEN 
Climb the wall  
1.2
WALL CLIMB OVER
WALL (1.50m H) 
The athlete will have to cross all the walls facing 
them without any help, except the ropes, if 
present. 
 
FORBIDDEN 
Help yourself by using the supports of the 
structure or any other object. 



1. DefinizioHURDLESS

HURDLES (Mandatory obstacle) 
The obstacle must be overcome by passing over the horizontal poles. 
All poles must be passed. 
 
FORBIDDEN 
Go under the poles. 
Get help. 
Help yourself by using the supports of the structure. 



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.WALL CLIMB OVER (2.00 H) 

WALL CLIMB (Mandatory obstacle) 
The athlete will have to cross all the walls facing them 
without any help, except the ropes, if present. 
 
FORBIDDEN 
Help yourself by using the supports of the structure or any 
other object. 
Use the step that is of exclusive use for the women category 



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.LOW WIRE CRAWL 

LOW WIRE CRAWL (Mandatory Obstacle)
The athlete will have to crawl under the barbed wire for 
the entire length of the obstacle. 
 
FORBIDDEN 
Walk or run over and around the obstacle. 
 



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.CLIMB ROPE WALL (3.00 H) 

WALL CLIMB OVER WITH Rope (Mandatory 
Obstacle) WALL (3m) 
The athlete will have to cross all the walls facing them 
without any help, except the ropes, if present. 
 
FORBIDDEN 
Help yourself by using the supports of the structure or 
any other object. 
Use the step that is of exclusive use for the women 
category
 



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.TIRE HOPPING CON ELASTICO AI PIEDI

TIRE HOPPING WITH ELASTIC FEET 
(Mandatory Obstacle)
The athlete will have to jump for the entire length of 
the obstacle inside the tire with the elastic band 
around the ankles at all times.
Please note: if the athlete has the skills, he could jump 
in-between more than one tire at a time, it is not 
necessary to jump in each tire.
 
FORBIDDEN 
Walk or run over and around the obstacle. 
 



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.LUMBERJACK CARRY (ostacolo obbligatorio)

LUMBERJACK CARRY (Mandatory Obstacle)
The athlete will have to walk/run the entire length of 
the marked route with two pieces of wood using only 
the handles 
 
FORBIDDEN 
Carry wooden blocks on shoulders, back and/or head 
The athlete who will not finish the route will be 
disqualified

 



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.RIVER CROSSING (ostacolo obbligatorio)

RIVER CROSSING (mandatory obstacle)

Cross the river on foot without swimming from 
point A to point B.

FORBIDDEN: 

It is strictly forbidden to dive and/or swim, the 
athlete who will not overcome the obstacle will be 
disqualified.

 



MONKEY BOX MULTI RIG

MONKEY BOX MULTI RIG 

(Not-passing the obstacle does not result in 
disqualification) 

The athlete must use the various holds to reach the 
opposite end of the obstacle without touching the ground. 
For the obstacle to be considered overcome, the athlete 
must ring the bell with his hand. It is not mandatory to 
use all the bars and/or holds. 

FORBIDDEN 

Change lanes once a line is engaged.  Use other body parts 
than hands and/or arms.Ring the bell with body parts 
other than the hand. Use structure supports or other 
objects. Getting help



MONKEY BOX LOW RIG  

(Not-passing the obstacle does not result in 
disqualification) 

The athlete must use the various holds to reach the 
opposite end of the obstacle without touching the ground. 
For the obstacle to be considered overcome, the athlete 
must ring the bell with his hand. It is not mandatory to 
use all the bars and/or holds. YOU CAN USE FOOT TO 
PASS THE OBSTACLE  

 

FORBIDDEN 

Change lanes once a line is engaged.  Use other body parts 
than hands and/or arms.Ring the bell with body parts 
other than the hand. Use structure supports or other 
objects. Getting help

MONKEY BOX LOW RIG 



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.BALANCE BEAM / SLACKLINE

BALANCE BEAM/SLACKLINE (Mandatory Obstacle) 

The athlete will have to cross the structure remaining 
balanced without touching the ground. For the obstacle to 
be considered overcome, the athlete must have passed the 
end of the structure. 

 

FORBIDDEN 

Touch the structure with other body parts than feet. 

Touch the ground with any part of the body before the 
end. Start again from where you touched the ground. Use 
any external support to maintain balance and support 
yourself. Get help.



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.TIRE FLIP

TIRE FLIP (Mandatory Obstacle) 

The athlete must flip the tire from the starting point three 
times and another three times to return it to the starting 
point.  

 

FORBIDDEN 

Drag and/or lift the tire completely off the ground. 



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.QUARTER PIPE

QUARTER PIPE (Mandatory Obstacle)

The athlete must cross the obstacle using only the ramp. 
In case there are ropes the use will be allowed.  

 

FORBIDDEN 

Going under the obstacle

Use the side structure to cross the obstacleJumping on the 
inflatable balloon doing somersaults or goliardic acts 
dangerous for the safety of others and your own.



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.HIGHT BUNNY HOP  (ostacolo obbligatorio)

HIGH BUNNY HOP (Mandatory Obstacle)

The athlete will have to cross the obstacle using the elastic 
bands placed at the beginning of the route. The athlete 
will have to cover the entire route always with the elastic 
bands around both ankles.  

FORBIDDEN 

Cross the obstacle without the rubber band, do not finish 
the marked route, remove the elastic band before 
finishing the marked route.



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.WOOD LOG CARRY 

LOG CARRY (Mandatory Obstacle)

The athlete will have to carry the log throughout the 
marked course. 

  

FORBIDDEN 

Roll and/or drag the log along the way. 



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.CARGO NET FRAME

NET FRAME (Mandatory Obstacle)

The athlete will have to cross the obstacle using 
exclusively the cargo-net 

 

FORBIDDEN 

Pass under the obstacle, use the side structure to 
cross the obstacle.



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.WALL CLIMB OVER (2.50 H) 

WALL (2.50m H) (Mandatory Obstacle)

The athlete will have to cross all the walls facing 
them without any help, except the ropes, if 
present. 

 

FORBIDDEN 

Help yourself by using the supports of the 
structure or any other object. 

Use the step that is of exclusive use for the 
women category 



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.PEDAL FOR THE TIRE

PEDAL FOR THE TIRE (Mandatory Obstacle)

Wrap the rope, unroll the rope completely and 
return the tire to the starting position by 
pressing with your feet only.  

 

FORBIDDEN 

Wrap the rope with your hands. 



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.VERTICAL CARGO (ostacolo obbligatorio)

VERTICAL CARGO (Mandatory Obstacle)

The athlete will have to cross the obstacle 
using exclusively the cargo-net 

 

FORBIDDEN 

Pass under the obstacle, use the side structure 
to cross the obstacle. 



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.MULTI TUBES  

MULTI TUBES (Mandatory Obstacle)

The athlete must use the various holds to reach the 
opposite end of the obstacle without touching the 
ground. For the obstacle to be considered overcome, 
the athlete must ring the bell with his hand. It is not 
mandatory to use all the bars and/or holds. 

 

FORBIDDEN 

Change lanes once a line is engaged. Ring the bell with 
body parts other than the hand. Use frame supports or 
other objects. Get help. 

Use other body parts than hands and/or arms.



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.ROPE CLIMB (6.00 H)   

ROPE CLIMB 6m (Mandatory Obstacle)

The athlete will have to climb the rope until he reaches 
the bell at its end. For the obstacle to be considered 
overcome, the athlete must ring the bell with his hand. 

 

FORBIDDEN 

Ring the bell with body parts other than the 
hand. Touch the side supports. Receive external help 
as you ascend and descend. 



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.SANDBAG CARRY  (ostacolo obbligatorio)

SANDBAG CARRY (Mandatory Obstacle)

The athlete will have to carry the sandbag along the 
entire marked route. 

  

FORBIDDEN 

Roll and/or drag the sandbag on the way. 



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.CLIMB FALL

CLIMB FALL (Mandatory Obstacle)

The athlete will have to cross the obstacle using 
only the structure 

 

FORBIDDEN 

Pass under the obstacle, use the side structure to 
cross the obstacle. 



1. Definizioni chiave del regolamento.MULTIRIG

MONKEY BOX WITH DIFFERENT GRIP 
MULTIRIG (Not-passing the obstacle does not 
result in disqualification) 

The athlete must use the various holds to reach 
the opposite end of the obstacle without 
touching the ground. For the obstacle to be 
considered overcome, the athlete must ring the 
bell with his hand. 

It is not mandatory to use all the bars and/or 
holds.

FORBIDDEN 

Change lanes once a line is engaged. Use other 
body parts than hands and/or arms.Ring the bell 
with body parts other than the hand. Use frame 
supports or other objects. Get help. 
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